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Virtual on tour
In conversa on with Stormy Chamberlain, PhD
On our virtual tour through the Angelman community, we stopped at the
University of Connec cut to meet Stormy Chamberlain, PhD. In 2009 she
established her own lap at Uconn, focused on human imprin ng disorders,
such as Angelman syndrome. With good reasons she is member of ASF
Scien c Advisory Commi ee, because me and again she surprises the
community with groundbreaking insights. Especially her research dealing
with pluripotent stem cells usher in a new era of Angelman drug
development. High me for us to inquire more precisely …

Stormy Chamberlain, PhD
When did you rst come into contact with Angelman
syndrome? What makes AS so special from a scien c
point of view?
I rst became aware of Angelman syndrome as a PhD
student at the University of Florida in 1997. My thesis
project involved nding the genes important for PraderWilli syndrome using a mouse model, and I had to learn
about and understand the reciprocal regula on of
paternal and maternal copies of chromosome 15q.
What makes Angelman syndrome interes ng for you
from a scien c point of view?
I have always been intrigued as to why evolu on chose
to turn o one of the copies of a gene that is so
important for normal development. All placental
mammals imprint UBE3A and it’s not clear why. One
might argue that the dose of the gene is super
important, but actually, expression from the maternal
copy of UBE3A is increased over the course of
neurodevelopment, just as the paternal copy is ge ng
silenced, so the dosage argument doesn’t make a lot of
sense. Although every placental mammal imprints
UBE3A, there are subtle di erences in how it achieved
as well. This means that the imprin ng is important, but
evolu on has come up with some slightly di erent ways
to achieve it. I just think that the complexity of how this
all happens is so interes ng, and can reveal lessons that
can be applied to other genes in the genome.

„I am commi ed to AS research because I
rmly believe that by inves ng in knowledge
about a disorder and gene that science can make
a therapeu c that is more likely to provide
substan al bene t. AS will be an excellent
example for other disorders.“

One part of your research is focused on pluripotent
stem cells. What exactly is it?
My lab uses human pluripotent stem cells as a model
system. Some people use mice to study Angelman
syndrome, but my lab uses human pluripotent stem
cells. These cells can be converted into neurons, so we
can study actual human neurons with the disorder.
Furthermore, we can follow the process of imprin ng
during neurodevelopment. The stem cells express
UBE3A from both parental copies, but as they are
converted into neurons, the paternal copy of UBE3A
becomes silenced. We study this process. The other cool
feature about these cells is that if we use induced
pluripotent stem cells (as opposed to human embryonic
stem cells)—where we convert a pa ent blood cell or a
skin cell into a pluripotent stem cell--they carry the
gene cs of the pa ent.
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Which role does pluripotent stem cells play for
research on Angelman syndrome?
We can use pluripotent stem cells to study the process
of imprin ng during human neurodevelopment. This
helps us understand how the di erent parts of the
human genome regulate this process. We can also use
the neurons created from the pluripotent stem cells to
understand the de cits in early human neurons with
Angelman syndrome. This is important to gure out
what goes wrong rst, so we can determine how loss of
UBE3A causes it. It’s important to do this in human cells,
since this also might di er between human and
mouse. Finally, we have been using our pluripotent stem
cell models to screen therapeu cs that can ac vate
paternal UBE3A. We have tested small molecules (such
as topotecan), an sense oligonucleo des (ASOs), and
shRNAs. The therapeu cs that are DNA-based drugs,
like ASOs and shRNAs, need to be tested in a human cell
model because the DNA is di erent between humans
and mice. These pluripotent stem cells are pre y much
required for tes ng these therapeu cs.

How are pluripotent stem cells produced?
Many of our pluripotent stem cells are produced using
reprogramming. We take a blood sample or skin sample
from a pa ent and ar cially express stem cell genes
(OCT4, KLF4, SOX2, and MYC) using a viral vector. These
genes jumpstart the stem cell program in the blood or
skin cells, turning them into stem cells. We can also
make Angelman syndrome-like dele ons—either the
large dele ons seen in pa ents or smaller, speci c
muta ons of UBE3A—using CRISPR/Cas9 to cut the DNA
in human embryonic stem cells. This means that we can
create iden cal twin stem cells with and without
Angelman syndrome.

How do you assess the possibility of using pluripotent
stem cells as a possible therapeu c approach for the
treatment of Angelman syndrome?
There is no possibility of using the stem cells as a
therapeu c approach for AS. The brains of individuals
with AS develop with normal structure and cell types
overall. If we introduce new stem cells or neural stem
cells, they are not likely to make the connec ons that
they’re supposed to in order to be of bene t to the
pa ent. Furthermore, the dangers of pu ng new cells
into a brain is much greater than the an cipated
bene t. There are much be er and safer therapeu c
approaches for AS.

„My mission is to use my talents and tools
to learn all we can about AS and contribute to a
variety of therapeu c approaches.
Along the way, my mission is to train the next
genera on of researchers who will do the same
for AS and other disorders.“
Neuron models can be made of pluripotent stem cells.
How can these neuron models help to understand
Angelman syndrome? Could neuron models be
developed for all AS genotypes? What added value
could this bring to the AS research?
The neurons made from pluripotent stem cells can help
us understand human gene regula on—how UBE3A and
UBE3A-ATS are regulated during neural development.
They can help us understand what are the earliest
de cits in the neuron. If we can gure out how UBE3A
causes the rst de cits, those are the most cri cal to x
because other things are likely downstream of the
primary de cits. They can also be used to test
therapeu cs. These pluripotent stem cell models can be
made for all AS genotypes. We have already made them
for dele ons, mul ple UBE3A muta ons, and
uniparental disomy. The only one we don’t have is
imprin ng defect. It’s valuable to have the di erent
genotypes for a variety of reasons. First, the dele on
type has really helped us look at regula on because
there is only the paternal copy present. This has helped
us understand how UBE3A-ATS silences UBE3A. The
UBE3A muta on type really helps us narrow down
which neuron de cits are caused by UBE3A (as opposed
to loss of one copy of the other genes). One of our cell
lines with a UBE3A muta on has revealed a new way to
regulate UBE3A protein as well. The uniparental disomy
type helps us understand whether those individuals
make a li le bit of UBE3A, which might give them
di erent therapeu c op ons. We have also used
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uniparental disomy neurons to see whether therapeu c
approaches turn on both paternal copies of UBE3A,
which can make too much UBE3A a possibility. The cells
have indicated that they may want to use a lower dose
of ASO on individuals with uniparental disomy and
imprin ng defect (which also has 2 copies of UBE3A that
act like they’re paternal).

How do you assess - from today's point of view - the
future of the drug treatment of Angelman syndrome?
Like you all, I’m anxiously awai ng the results of the
clinical trials for ASOs. I think we need to be pa ent and
wait un l kids of di erent ages have been treated with
what is determined to be the best dose before we get
too con dent. Other therapeu c approaches, like the
shRNAs, will depend on how the ASO trials go.
However, I think we all should be op mis c because we
have three di erent a empts coming up and their
interest and progress has drawn other companies into
Angelman therapeu cs. Pharma thinks they can make a
di erence for kids with AS, and it’s always good to have
their op mism behind the community. If the ASOs work,
then there will be many trying to make be er
therapeu cs. Be er can mean many things—easier to
deliver, longer las ng, or targe ng a di erent area of
the brain. I just hope that some companies and research
labs con nue to study ways to therapeu cally help
older individuals with AS who may not bene t as
strongly from the ASOs and other gene c therapies.

What role could neuron models play in the success of
clinical trials? (e.B. ASOs, AVV gene therapy, Neuren,
OV101)
Our models aren’t as helpful for OV101 and Neuren
approaches because it’s hard to extrapolate from a
neuron in a dish to an organism. This might change as
we get be er at making organoids or mini-brains, which
may have features more like actual brains. However for
ASOs they can help and have already helped us iden fy
the sequence to target and learn the “rules” for the
drug. For instance, how much UBE3A can the paternal
allele maximally produce? How do the drugs work?
What other genes do they impact? For AAV gene
therapy, they can help us an cipate how much UBE3A is
produced in a cell. They’ve also told us a bit about how
much of each UBE3A protein isoform is normally in a
human neuron and where in the cell it needs to be.

How do you assess the developmental poten al of
"adult Angelman brains" in a possible future
treatment?
The informa on inferred about this from mice is only a
hint, and shouldn’t be taken too literally. Humans take
much longer to develop, so it seems possible that
humans would have a longer developmental window for
treatment. The only way to know this for sure is to treat
individuals of di erent ages with ASOs. I suspect that
will happen by real, careful clinical trials, however, it will
likely happen a er trials involving younger kids have
been completed. Humans can learn throughout life, so
it’s possible that there will be some bene t of restoring
UBE3A in older individuals, too. Then it becomes a risk
versus bene t calcula on.

You also do research on shRNA together with Ovid
pharmaceu cals. Can you explain brie y how shRNA
maybe one day could be used as treatment for AS?
The shRNA approach works a lot like ASOs—they cut
UBE3A-ATS RNA at a speci c spot. However, they can be
delivered with AAV vectors, so it’s a long-las ng
approach that can’t poten ally over-produce UBE3A,
like other types of AAV gene therapy can. It’s also a
proof-of-concept for other RNA cu ers that can be
similarly delivered, such as miRNA, CRISPR/Cas13, and
ribozymes. They all cut RNA, and can theore cally be
delivered using long las ng viral vectors. Our goal for
the shRNA is to use it to provide a one- me treatment
that would last decades. We’ll have to be extra careful
to think about safety, though because it is so long
las ng.

„For the future of Angelman pa ents,
I hope we change what it means to have a
diagnosis of Angelman syndrome. I hope we can
provide therapeu c op ons to make life easier
for a child with AS and their families.“

ASA is a global ini a ve of Angelman parent organiza ons. By combining our funds we are able to get signi cant
research done that bene t our beloved angels. Every country can have one represen ng AS parent-organiza on
par cipa ng in ASA. Our Scien c Advisory Board lends support and guidance to the members of the ASA parent
organiza ons. Contact us if you wish to join or if you are interested to learn more about Angelman syndrome, ASA or
the scien c challenges: www.angelmanalliance.org
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